SDSU R&I Resources for CAL faculty
Curated by CORI

Need help publishing your work?
☐ CAL Dean’s Author Fund

Need help with proposals/grant writing?
☐ Early Reviewer Programs (Rapid Critical Review + External Reviewer):
  https://research.sdsu.edu/development_funding/rapid_critical_review
☐ Graduate Student Grant Editing:
  https://research.sdsu.edu/development_funding/grad_grant_editing
☐ Non-Technical Writing:
  https://research.sdsu.edu/development_funding/non-technical_writing
☐ Specific Aims Feedback:
  https://research.sdsu.edu/development_funding/specific_aims

Looking for time to write or do research?
☐ Assigned Time Program (Spring):
  https://research.sdsu.edu/development_funding/assigned_time
☐ CAL Critical Thinking Grants (Fall)
☐ Dedicated Writing Space:
  https://research.sdsu.edu/development_funding/dedicated_writing

Looking for internal funding for research or scholarship?
☐ SDSU Seed Grants (Fall):
  https://research.sdsu.edu/research_affairs/university_grants_program

Looking for external funding?
☐ Add CORI calendar to your Google calendar:
  https://calendar.google.com/calendar/u/0?cid=Y19yYWRtazBhcWMyZ2Uwa2NuZGQ3OXY0HNm0EBncm91cC5jYWxlbmRhci5nb29nbGUuY29t
☐ Try Pivot
  https://pivot.proquest.com/dashboard
☐ Sign up for Hanover emails:
  https://insights.hanoverresearch.com/sign-up-grant-newsletter
☐ Read CORI weekly newsletter
How can the CAL Office for Research and Innovation (CORI) help?

CORI can:

- Review proposals for internal and external grants
- Help you brainstorm your 5-year plan
- Help you look for funding for your research
- Help you look for fellowships
- Help you set up your Grants.gov account and Pivot account
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Division of Research and Innovation (DRI)
For information about any DRI funding opportunities, workshops, or services
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SDSU Research Foundation
To submit a proposal (after a funding opportunity is identified and materials have been prepared)
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